(About Eat & Billy)

“I dream of collapse,
The collapse of the machine,
Feed the fire, comrades, don’t let it die.”
Eat, Long-Live Luciano Tortuga Cell, FAHBF
It is here that the present is born and the past is dying

Once again, we find ourselves at an international crossroads. Next stop is Indonesia.

In early October 2011 two anarchists of praxis, our brothers Eat and Billy, were arrested accused of arson on a bank ATM. Moreover, in the same case, an arrest warrant was issued against a third comrade who chose the path of clandestinity and is wanted by the authorities to date. Eat is still incarcerated, while Billy who had been imprisoned for a little over a year is now back on the streets.

From the beginning of custody, Eat and Billy chose to set fire to any defensive positions and passive innocence that recognize the language of the laws and advocates. They took responsibility for attacking the bank, on behalf of the Long-Live Luciano Tortuga Cell - FAI/IRF.

About Eat & Billy
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Section), and claimed themselves to be its unrepentant members as well as anarchists of praxis. Since each and every deed and word echo throughout this world, Eat and Billy refused to bury their desires and values deep in the silence of prison. From inside their cells they shared thoughts, texts and gestures, making it possible to abolish the fear of repression, mock the judges' calculations, and attack the obsequiousness of prisoners, while they also defied prison guards' orders.

Their unrepentant stance has put its own seal of fire on the uncharted map of the Black International of Anarchists of Praxis. A dozen FAI/IRF cells expressed their solidarity with our two brothers while both were held hostage, making the night beautiful internationally by incendiary and explosive attacks on banks, security companies, luxurious vehicles, symbols of Power... Thus, it was once again proved that the ongoing dialogue initiated by the FAI/IRF project, along with the expression of solidarity, is not a dance of phrases or slogans without sentiments and actions.

We are what we say, and we say what we are. We are anarchists of praxis, and even if we get caught, our insurgency takes charge of our fantasy and decisiveness. Anarchists of praxis do not capitulate even in the face of prisons, with hundreds of locks and kilometers of barbed wire stealing away our freedom...

Both Eat and Billy prove that life belongs to one kind of people, to people of action. In spite of the crowd of many who remain hesitant to dare and cowards to live, the two comrades made the leap into the fire cell without regretting anything. We want them to know that they’ll never be alone, because the ‘madness’ of anarchy is contagious to all those who cherish life. Also, Power has to know that we will retaliate against the abettor of each imprisonment and captivity with equal momentum; the momentum of sabotage, arson, explosion, execution...

We respond to violence with violence.

The FAI/IRF is a practical reflection of this insurrectionary anarchist violence, which aims at besieging and destroying all strongholds of the empire and the contemporary way of life. Both Eat and Billy are two of the few but determined conspirators of constant insurrection that is scheming at the international crossroads where anarchists of praxis await.

NOTHING LESS THAN EVERYTHING
Conspiracy of Cells of Fire of the first phase
and anarchist of praxis
Theofilos Mavropoulos
Informal Anarchist Federation / International Revolutionary Front (FAI/IRF)

A period that began and evolved in several territories

This brochure was requested to be put together by Billy Augustan of the Long-Live Luciano Tortuga Cell of the FAI-FRI, marking one year of imprisonment for himself and Eat, his affinity comrade. The two anarchists were jailed for burning an ATM bank of BRI Bank in solidarity with maimed anarchist cub in Chile, Luciano Tortuga. Luciano, who is made of firm principles and wild determination, made a decision to bomb a Santander Bank. Banks are the exploiters, maintaining structural composition of the capitalist system and so bear a particular significance for anarchist attacks. The device belonging to Luciano, intended for a sabotage action in the early hours, exploded prematurely during on-site placement, and the comrade was only saved by the passing of a big-hearted taxi driver, who helped him to survive that terrible moment of near annihilation. The circling jackals sympathetic to the post-dictatorship Chilean society tried to corner Luciano, to finish him with a media offensive and hefty prison term. Through a combative campaign of anarchist-insurrectional solidarity, -the attack of Long-Live Luciano Tortuga Cell / FAI Indonesia included- , we, the anarchists, the insurrectionalists, nihilists and irreducible rebellious ones defended our comrades with all the means at our disposal and the international struggle was strengthened considerably through the attack.

Eat and Billy planned and executed such a deed, organising the burning down of a BRI ATM Bank; causing an explosion with molotovs, that produced a fireball inside the sealed air-conditioned unit, blowing the doors off and definitively destroying the place. Dedicating this action to Tortuga, to send him their strength and extend the insurrectional conspiracy, the comrades helped forge a dynamic that expanded the international anarchist praxis and Informal Anarchist Federation – International Revolutionary Front across the world. Very shortly after the attack, due to unfortunate mistakes and the diligence of the security services, the comrades were sought and arrested, being subject to long interrogations which they resisted. They proudly took responsibility for their attack and never ceased to show their
defiance and armed joy in the face of the authorities. Another comrade, K., remains in clandestinity, subject to an arrest warrant for his role in the attack against the bank. Strength, solidarity and fast speed to comrade K.

During the interlinked solidarity campaigns of Luciano Tortuga + Eat & Billy, which took place roughly over the last 18 months, many anarcho informal direct action groups made considerable contributions to the struggle against domination and the international co-ordination of the replicating attacks jumped to an unprecedented level.

To illustrate this to a wider audience, so that it doesn’t just remain ignored by the illustrious would-be leaders/followers of the various ‘anarchist galaxies’ or remain in the databases of numerous state security services and their consultants-bureaucrats in the private sector, here at the request of Billy, we publish a collection of many of the original texts about the case of Eat & Billy.

Here is to be found an action chronology, trial reports, their letters and the incisive text “Fire and Dynamite - From Indonesia to Chile...” by the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire: Imprisoned Members Cell. This last text is a written arsenal of weaponised concepts, that outlines the projectuality of the FAI-FRI into a global threat to the existent.

The fight against the systems of profit extraction and repression is an international struggle. The Informal Anarchist Federation, the International Revolutionary Front and the Black International of Anarchists of Praxis exist as chaotic and evolving tendencies which continues to inflict blows against the enemy despite repressive action by several nations.

One of the ‘boldest’ responses from the creeps of this world came in the form of the nun Manuela Comodi, a delirious public prosecutor in Italy, who directs the so-called ‘Operation Ardire’ (Operation Boldness). The operation aims to lock up as many active anarchists in Italy as possible, and also cowardly struck anarchist prisoners in Switzerland and Germany. This repressive action, which came in the aftermath of the laming of CEO Roberto Adinolfi of Ansaldo Nucleare by Nucleo Olga FAI-FRI (claimed also in solidarity with Eat & Billy!) was a classic attempt to “close the barn door after the horse has bolted.”

The repressive operation also struck at the counter-information and translation network in Italy, the websites of Culmine, Parole Armate and Informa-Azione, amongst others, in a feeble gesture of inadequacy; but one that nevertheless attempts to consume people in its machinations and cells. Despite Comodi’s marionette of inquiry, media control and the filling of comrades houses, vehicles and social spaces with spy-bugs, the Italian state has failed to prevent the spread and the distribution of a dangerous anarchist virus, and now it has burst into worldwide proportions for well over a year with no signs of abating.

Repression becomes the engine of revolutionary solidarity and the spread of the anti-system threat continues and breaks out on different levels.

It has left behind the struggles of the shadows and become a calculable force; gains, losses, mistakes, successes, hits, replications, distributions, mirroring, evolving. A force in quantity, and a force in quality, as the armed words and decisive action places us in the chaotic question of total liberation. Whilst the ‘anti-austerity’ social struggle remains at a low ebb in the post-industrialist core countries of Northern Europe, the anarchic-nihilist tendencies and anti-civilisation ideas overcome the inertia of society and transmit their fury to dozens of countries where individual and unique struggles find co-ordination in propaganda by the deed.

It is our view that the short sentences inflicted on Luciano (6 years probation), Eat & Billy (under 2 years prison) and the deepening of informal international relationships is a successful 2011-2012 period of the global anarchic asymmetric war conducted by the FAI-FRI and the anarchists of praxis.

Another integral part of this story is told in the publication “Mapping the Fire”, which should be read alongside this brochure. Here you can find the seminal call for the Black International of Anarchists of Praxis by CCF-FAI and the letters-responses from the anarchist imprisoned fighters themselves; the letters to the indomitable hearts by Luciano Tortuga; letter from Eat for the Black International; vast letter from Gabriel Pombo da Silva; letter from Marco Camenisch; letters from prisoners of the “Bombs Case” fit-up in Chile, and more.

*Mapping the Fire: Black International
http://325.nostate.net/library/mapping-the-fire_black-international.pdf
States-Corporations-Military-Police are the Terrorists

“Social rebellion will continue as the sun continues to shine.”

This time we say, that what we are doing is the culmination of all our anxieties and anger against a system that is running this. Systems that idolize money, a system that nags the public daily with television, so they buy things they do not need so that they continue to work like a machine. System that required us and other people to not have control over our own lives.

Another system that benefits the bourgeoisie, the businessmen, and state bureaucrats who become loyal allies. For us all, this is not the time to be quiet, not the time to calmly watch the event in front of the television and say that “all is okay”.

For each incident of repression in West Papua.

For each incident of oppression in Kulon Progo.
For every historic repression in Aceh.
For each incident of oppression in Wera, Bima.
For any evictions and land seizures in Takalar and Pandan Raya in Makassar.
For each of the oppression of our comrades who are struggling.
To Tukijo and social combatants languishing in jail just because of fighting for their life right.
For each forest concession that would destroy any biodiversity on behalf of money and business!
And for every prison should have burned to the ground.
So long as the state and capitalism still exist, never will there be words of peace between those dispossessed by those who are propertied.
Attacks on financial centers: ATMs, banks, corporate buildings is an important target, because they are one of the collaborators who cause suffering on this earth.

This is not because we do not advocate terrorism to attack the people, terrorism is a war between countries. Terrorism is rice and food in your kitchen that are running low. Terrorism is a crook in uniform who carries weapons everywhere. Terrorism is the massacre of the dispossessed.

So we say: enough!
Tortuga! The combatants who never stopped to fight out there, although you have to crouch on the bars but you have freedom of thought: Conspiracy of Cells of Fire (Greece), combatants in Chile: Tortuga! Lives on! Gabriel Pombo da Silva, Thomas Meyer Falk (Germany) Polykarpos Georgiades, Revolutionary Struggle! Kudos for the combatants in Manado, Makassar, and Bandung, you are an inspiration in the middle of the powerlessness of their lives that society makes increasingly uncertain and helpless.

“Let the fire burn in the darkness!”

Long Live Luciano Tortuga Cell – International Revolutionary Front – FAI

Communique from the Long Live Luciano Tortuga Cell / FAI to claim an International Solidarity fire attack against BRI Bank, Yogyakarta
Freedom for Tukijo and the Yogyakarta 3 rebels in Indonesia

This important call-out for revolutionary solidarity was translated into several languages which can be found on the website ‘Contra-Info’, in Greek, Spanish, Italian, French, German and Portuguese.

October 7, 2011. At 2 am, Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI) ATM Bank in Sleman, Yogyakarta, is set on fire. The fire causes an explosion in the unit which destroys the premises. The sabotage is just one more instance of resistance in a country which is destroying its trees, mountains and coastlines for profit whilst oppressing its people.

Now 3 people are arrested (2 remain -Eat & Billy-, the third was released - one extra, K., went underground). They are all accused of being involved in damaging the bank. We are not interested in finding out if the prisoners are "guilty" or not, nor of the extent of their "crime". We will leave such speculation to the inquisitors and their servants in the press.

We don't need to know the details of the entire situation to know that as long as the state and the banks get rich from exploitation, there will always be those who will go against their power and refuse to collaborate. It is enough that these people are imprisoned, to wish that not just their prison, but every prison ceases to exist. "Crime" is no food on the table and the bosses taking the lion's share. "Crime" is clear-cut forests and mining companies who beat and kill who they like with the help of the police. Freedom is fighting back and reclaiming your life from oppression.

What we know is that Indonesia is a regime which is propped up by western capitalists and militarists. It is a nation which tortures and massacres its opposition, like every state that can get away with it where it can.

Kulon Progo is a farming area near Yogyakarta, and in 2005 Jogja Magasa Mining and Indomines metal industries wanted to take the land for their industry. The farmers there didn't give their land to the industrial company because they didn't want nature to be destroyed by them.

Many times the farmers tried to solve this without any riots, but it's not working. Now they are ready to defend their lives.

It started when the company paid 300 people to destroy the houses of farmers and all the plants there. It made all the farmers get angry and also lots of other people besides. Human dignity and nature just colonized by money, and there will never be any help to let the farmers survive. The police just covered up the people who were attacking the farmers because the company paid off the police. A typical story.

Tukijo was a farmer who was arrested and imprisoned just because he was vocal in the demonstrations against this situation. The people in Indonesia have made many activities around this matter: demonstrations, articles, movies, graffiti and property damage against the profiteering companies.

The farmers and the people of Kulon Progo, Pandang Raya, West Papua, Bima and elsewhere, are appealing for international solidarity and complicity in their struggle alongside the anarchists and anti-capitalists, who are all against the violent terror of the Indonesian bosses, their paid murderers and corporate backers.

Don't let them fight alone!

In accordance with the wishes of the farmers, we demand the land is given back to the farmers and freedom for our friends who are in prison because of this.

The State-Corporations-Military-Police are the Terrorists!

Freedom for Tukijo and those accused of attacking the BRI ATM Bank!

A few anarchists in solidarity
International Solidarity with Eat & Billy, members of the Long-Live Luciano Tortuga Cell – FAI / IRF

From Indonesia to Chile...

October 7th, 2011 - two anarchists are arrested and imprisoned in Yogyakarta, Indonesia, after an explosive incendiary attack against an empty branch of BRI ATM bank. The action is declared through a written document which the police catch the anarchists in possession of. The written declaration states that the action is in solidarity with Luciano ‘Tortuga’ (a young anarchist combatant in Chile, who was accidentally maimed in a bomb attack against Santander bank), as well as many anarchist prisoners, including those of ‘Caso Bombas’ in Chile and the Revolutionary Organisations – Conspiracy of Cells of Fire and Revolutionary Struggle in Greece. Situating themselves firmly within the global revolutionary war for liberation and freedom, Eat & Billy also state that their action is a direct attack against the terrorism of the Indonesian State and their police and military. Their text which takes responsibility for the direct action speaks of numerous places that are terrorised by paramilitaries like in West Papua, which is known for massacres and injustice. Also mentioned are the areas of Kulon Progo and Wera (Bima) where iron mines threatens the lives of the people, animals and plants, in these places people are arrested and disappeared for speaking out and organising resistance.

In vengeance, the Indonesian authorities want to increase the charges against Eat and Billy from ‘property damage’ to ‘terrorism’, and would like to apply newly made ‘anti-terrorist’ charges against the two comrades for attracting international attention.

This it would like to achieve by charging them with the equivalent of ‘international terrorist links’, which could increase their prison sentences considerably. As the agents of ‘justice’ arrange ‘anti-terrorist’ laws around them, trying to connive new charges and premise for new investigations against the Indonesian anarchist movement, the international police authorities want to make sure the Indonesian State condemns Eat & Billy to long prison terms. This is aimed to punish and intimidate the newly growing anarchist direct action in South East Asia, and prevent the dynamic project of the Informal Anarchist Federation / International Revolutionary Front (FAI / IRF) from spreading.

This co-ordinated judicial intimidation must not be allowed to isolate and bury Eat & Billy. The repression can be defeated by turning the prolonged incarceration of any of our comrades into a painful memory for every regime that seeks to dismantle and extinguish the new generation of anarchists of praxis. Eat & Billy proudly took their responsibility for the destructive attack against the BRI ATM bank. As they sit inside jail waiting for their trial which comes in the near future, the blood-sucking parasites who destroy the natural wild spaces for profit and enslave continents are free to continue their murderous villainy.

This is a call for continued international solidarity with Eat and Billy, in common struggle against the bankers, corporations, militarists and nation-states. Let’s bear in mind the exploitation facing the people of Indonesian in industries for foreign export – mines and sweatshop factories for commercial products in fashion, information technology products and Western tourism etc.

Eat & Billy have made their absolute refusal of the demands of power despite long interrogations and stated their firm declaration of their rebel individuality. Their courage and undying compassionate flame is part of an increasing social inferno racing across the planet as a global network of action and solidarity brings joy and rebellion into every place where dignified people struggle for freedom and for the protection of the environment.

Against the show-trials of Eat & Billy, which will take place on the January 30 and February 7 [2011].

LONG LIVE THE INFORMAL ANARCHIST FEDERATION

LONG LIVE THE INTERNATIONAL REVOLUTIONARY FRONT

Freedom for Eat, Billy and Luciano too – Fire and Gunpowder for Bosses, Bankers and the State.

Note: Despite isolated conditions and the inevitable harsh and endless interrogations, the comrades never co-operated or collaborated with the repressive apparatus, and the threatened application of the anti-terrorist law has not diminished them.

The repressive wave which the Indonesian State and the mainstream media initiated against not only them, but against also autonomous spaces and individuals, and which extends into the continued murderous practices it employs across the islands, has failed to obscure the evident: that the Indonesia State and the corporations operating there are exploiters and terrorists.
Letter from Eat & Billy, imprisoned comrades of the Long-Live Luciano Tortuga Cell - FAI

Dear comrades, with respect, love and rage

It’s been 35 days since we were caught and we are sorry for writing this letter too long as our only possible communication comes only from our friends and lovers who still have the courage to meet us here. Direct letters are impossible.

We’ve been waiting to hear some news from you all and like a strong warm breeze in this climate of repression, we once more regain back our energy and strength to hear the sound of revolutionary solidarity and a warm feeling of comradeship from all combatants and prisoners of freedom around the world – especially when we have the chance to read a newspaper about some recent insurrection in Rome, Italy*, it gave us both a warm feeling that comrades are still fighting for a true revolutionary change... and the spirit of insurrectionalism is still in the air like a light of hope – in this dim atmosphere of cages of repression.

We send our hugs to all the FAI members around the world (those who are free and imprisoned) and as well CCF members in Greece, our true revolutionary and warm feelings to all of you..

On a sad note, we are truly disappointed that some of our local comrades who are inspired by fear and media sensationalism which make them to retreat from the front line, but let’s put this aside, as we are still convinced that they still have the ideas in their heart of resistance... that would light the darkness once more in the glimmering light of passion for rebellion.

Warm hugs and salute to all combatants in Chile, Greece, Portugal, Italy, Spain, Germany, and all of the revolutionary anarchists who never back down in the face of repression.

Revolutionary Greetings and Hugs to all of you.

Members of Long-Live Luciano Tortuga Cell – Indonesian FAI

EAT and BILLY

-------------

*http://325.nostate.net/?p=3317

---

Trial reports from the process of Eat & Billy

These trial reports come from the counter-information group Negasi, who made regular reports on the process.

Two combatants of the Jogya area (Eat & Billy) who have been detained since October 7, 2011, have now been moved to the court prison and will face their first trial today, January 30, 2012. This trial will proceed with the second trial to be held on February 1, 2012.

From the information we managed to get, both combatants will be tried separately and not together. We still do not know the real reason behind it, but from the interim analysis we can conclude that this was done to try to make the two combatants attack each other, cornering and mutually incriminating one another. This condition clearly shows how the State through the police and military will only operate through fear and terror. The trial itself will be held open. Place of the hearing itself is still not known for sure. But to estimate where the hearing will be held, the State High Court in Sleman (Jogjakarta) is a good guess.

Therefore we call for solidarity with the combatants of Jogja, and so that comrades are able to come and attend this hearing. The presence of this, other than a form of tangible support, is also part of an effort to show to the authorities that we never trust their justice.

Long live the Two Jogya Combatants

Long live solidarity
Report from day 1 of the trial of Eat & Billy

The political attack by Long-Live Luciano Tortuga Cell – FAI Indonesian Section against Auto Teller Machine (ATM) of BRI Bank located in Affandi Street, Mrican Caturtunggal, Depok in Sleman Regency, faced it’s first trial in Monday 31 of January 2011. Two social combatants, Billy Augustan (Billy) and Reyhard Rumbayan (Eat) who took the political responsibility for this attack, are charged with multiple clauses by the prosecutors at the first trial in Sleman Court.

The lawyers for the social combatants: Andi Suryo Awalludin and Hillarius NG Merro chose not to submit an exception to the judges. In front of the Judge Leader, Mulyanto, three of the prosecutors: Wiwik Triatmini, Wahyu Handoko and Tri Widi read the indictment alternately. In this case, the two combatants are charged with the same clauses but accused of having different roles.

The clauses charged:

Chapter 7 of Law Act No. 15 in 2003 about the implementation of Law Act No. 1 in 2002 about the Eradication of Terrorism

Chapter 15 of Law Act No. 15 in 2003 about the implementation of Law Act No. 1 in 2002 about the Eradication of Terrorism

Chapter 170 Section 1 of Criminal Law Act about the criminal joined actions with violence against people.

Chapter 187 Section 1 of Criminal Law Act about arsonist actions.

Chapter 406 Section 1 of Criminal Law Act about damaging others property.

The last two charges related to Chapter 55 Section 1 of Criminal Law Act about the joined actions against laws.

After the trial, the prosecutor Wiwik Triatmini refused to give comment about the reason behind why they charged five different chapters just in one case. Triatmini pointed to Chief of Criminal Law Section as a person who can explain it. Triatmini also refused to give the details why they used Terrorism Act in this case, and denied behind the reason that he still not read the interrogation files.

After hearing the charges from the prosecutors, there’s no exception from the legal defenders. Andi Suryo Awalludin said that the charges do not contain any absolute violation, about the location and facts.

Even so, Awalludin deeply regrets why the prosecutors used the Terrorism Act and other chapters in this case. He said that the action done by the two combatants aren’t terrorism because there is no explosive elements in the action against ATM of BRI Bank. Awalludin said that the prosecutors imposed the use of the act. He also said that the Terrorism Act can’t be used in this case. The reason is the two combatants aren’t the members of a terrorist network in Indonesia [as the law describes the subject]. The action itself for Awalludin is categorized as a criminal action and has no relation with terrorism.

This trial itself lasted for 90 minutes and will be continued on Tuesday, 7 February 2012 with the agenda to listen to witness testimony.

Report from the 2nd day

The second phase of the trial against the two social combatants was held on Tuesday, February 7, 2012. Agenda of the session that took place in the State Court of Lahore, Jogjakarta was listening to the testimony from the witnesses. A witness was presented who is burdensome and also devices were exhibited used by the comrades of a second attack.

The trial will carry on tomorrow afternoon, Tuesday, February 14, 2012. The third agenda is still the same as the second trial, which is present as well as listen to the testimony of eyewitnesses.

We again call for solidarity as well as an invitation to everyone to attend tomorrow’s hearing on the day. Indicate the solidarity of two brave men who had attacked the oppressor. Show that we will not leave our brothers alone.

Long live the live action!

Long live the resistance!

Third court report

Eat and Billy were yesterday (February 14, 2012) back in court for the third time. This agenda together with the second hearing on February 7, 2012, is to hear testimony from witnesses. The Prosecutor said they would present 30 witnesses to prove and convince the judge that the two combatants can be charged with terrorism.

The trial itself is increasingly clear to us as a sad parody of the State. Two witnesses that were presented at the second trial even admitted that their evidence consisted of only seeing Eat and Billy in a cafe before the burning took place.
And the two witnesses who are owners of the cafe, in front of the judges, stated that they did not listen to the conversation the night before the attack on the BRI property occurs.

Another peculiarity is also evidence that the institutions are trying to trap the brothers. One of the other witnesses claimed not to see the combatant Eat at the scene when the BRI Bank ATM was firebombed. It is almost certain that the prosecutor -as an instrument of State repression- is unable to produce witnesses to prove that these two comrades are involved in international terrorist networks. Making it clear that the use of the articles on terrorism is a boring show.

Another bad scenario for the brothers-combatants is to create a separate file for a second trial of the comrades. To try to force a witness statement against the other. Both comrades also continue to receive the intimidation and terror of the interrogators, plus the fact that they are in sections of the prison where conditions are poor. The police also deliberately cut off the communication efforts with several comrades of our combatants, those who follow developments in this case and beyond closely. The process of protracted proceedings is also a tactic used by the State to put the comrades Eat & Billy into psychological exhaustion. The State is deliberately making a second trial as a medium of terror against blooming dissent.

But we are very confident that the two brothers will not give up and be subjected to the forces of Capital and the State. We also believe that the imprisonment that afflicts our friends will not dampen the expression of anger against tyranny.

Long live the live action!

Freedom for Eat & Billy!

Burn all the prisons to the ground!

Fouth report of the process

We received late news that the State continued the trial against our brothers. The fourth trial held in Friday 6, April 2012 in Sleman Courthouse (Yogyakarta). This trial itself showed that the State and Capital want to force the Anti-Terrorism Act as a tool of repression against the rise of new generation of anarchist urban guerrilla in Indonesia under the name of: Revolutionary Organization – Informal Anarchist Federation, Indonesian Section.

The lawyer who is appointed to stand next to our brothers in the trial declared that the State ignored the law itself by it’s denial to call the so-called ‘Anti-Terrorism’ expert and listen to his statement. The reason behind this clearly is another form of State repression because the judges knew that the expert will give a statement which that can put aside all the “public opinion” why our brothers must be accused with the Anti-Terrorism Act.

Our brother, Billy also stated that the interrogators used violence to get the information from him. That all the statement signed by him is done caused by pressure by the pigs. He also said that the capture of himself showed the truth of his choice, it shows that the State (and all the tools it has) just have one single mission: to protect Capital.

In other side, our brother Eat made a statement that his capture by the State is ‘illegal’ in the view of their own laws because the pigs came and captured him without the right paperwork. He showed clearly how tragic is the State and the misery of life under it. But he declared that he never want to be trapped in the logic of laws or others similar. Eat stated that his choice always followed by consequences. That’s why he claimed the action and proudly stated he is a member of Long Live Luciano Tortuga Cell – Informal Anarchist Federation, Indonesian Section.

This fourth trial was itself a starting point set by the State to try to make our brothers declare against each other by separating the document papers and lawyers.

When we were still gathering all the information about the fourth trial, we got news that the trial continued Tuesday 10, April 2012. We still trying to get the details about the trial process and will update soon [the actual charges sought will be decided during this 10/4/12 trial].

No Combatants Will Left Alone
Burn Down The Prisons and Courts
Freedom for Eat & Billy
Long Live the R.O Informal Anarchist Federation,
Indonesian Section
Long Live the new generation of Urban Guerrillas

Sixth trial report

We received word that the sixth trial of the comrades of Billy & Eat was held on Tuesday, April 17, 2012 in the same place, the District Court of Lahore. The trial began after being delayed for two hours with the reading of the demands of the Public Prosecutor. Through its chairman Wiwik Triatmini, read the charges in the form of demand for imprisonment for 3 years with a reduced prison term.

Both combatants are considered guilty of arson in the BRI’s ATMs Gejayan Road, Lahore – Jogjakarta on October 7, 2011. Both are considered guilty of violating Article 187 Criminal Code because it is considered a deliberate act that resulted in a public or private property being set on fire and explosion.
Billy and Eat are charged separately because they have different roles. In the indictment, the prosecutor based his claim on the results of the investigation conducted by the police as evidenced by a dossier. The police only have proof that Billy had possession of the responsibility claim/leaflets at the scene of the action, while Eat is determined as the flyer-maker and duplicator.

Agenda for the next trial will be determined in the near future by the reading of the defense team’s brief.

Long live Billy and Eat!
Health and strength to Billy who is ill in prison!
Burn all the prisons to the ground!
Long live the live action!
Long live solidarity!

Judicial outcome

Eat & Billy, members of the Long Live Luciano Tortuga Cell – FAI/IRF jailed for less than 2 years!

The two combatants in Yogyakarta, Billy Augustan and Reyhard Rumbayan (Eat) finally returned to stand trial for the 8th session. The trial was held on Tuesday, May 15, 2012. Billy & Eat sentenced for 1 year 8 months. ... Both are considered guilty of causing fire and explosion in accordance with Article 187, paragraph 1 of the Criminal Code junto 55. The trial of the Long Live Luciano Tortuga Cell / International Revolutionary Front (IRF) – Informal Anarchist Federation (FAI) will be continued again to hear a response from the revolutionary comrades, Billy and Eat. Confirmation of this date was not confirmed.

Energy to the fighters!

Unrepentant combatants Eat & Billy sing “My Way” by Frank Sinatra/Sid Vicious to celebrate their short sentence

To give energy, strength and share their laughter in the face of prison, with all the comrades-fighters around the world, the proud imprisoned members of Long Live Luciano Tortuga Cell – FAI Indonesia sang “My Way” by Frank Sinatra/Sid Vicious.

Download it here:

http://negasi.noblogs.org/files/2012/05/titip-salam-dari-mereka.mp4

This is a video recording of the combatants Billy and Eat from the cell. They sang this brief song as a metaphor of the attitude and courageous choice that they have taken in their lives.

We can only share this for a while shouting loudly in the streets,

Long live the rebels!
Do not go out, do not be sad!
No combatant will be alone in this war!

For the total destruction of the community today!

- 

NO PRISON CAN STOP THE PASSION FOR FREEDOM

Jakarta (Mayday ’07)
Open letter from Negasi to Eat & Billy

To Brothers Billy & Eat,

It has been four months that both of you have been locked up behind bars which are operated by the state. A tool of repression that restricts your physical space, but we are sure not the imagination, passion and revenge in your hearts. We also totally believe that every night you've spent under the terror and threats has not turned your hatred to the society and its whole apparatus of oppression. The warmth of love has just now departed from us through the wind to carry the news, that we are inspired by you.

Here, behind the hearts of the losers who are too afraid to take risks, there has been a fire sowing dissent underground. We share the news about you in the shadows, passing it in all directions. Letting it fly without a compass to achieve everything impossible. Bring it to any moment within the mechanical activity and make it the beginning for questioning everything, for looking back at who we really are. That's why it's not a shameful thing when we must say that you are now brothers to us although we have never met or shared a single cigarette with you.

The authorities were wrong in their predictions. The repression has become a bridge for each of us to meet and start the dialog about the freedom with the way we chose by our self.

Your action and courage to take the position for the attacks launched against state property have opened up the fact that no one can be submissive in order to embrace the totality of her life.

That only by becoming wild, each individual will open a space for himself to see what might impossible turn to something real.

It is true that fire set to burn property is not only a mere means of destruction. Instead, it also helps us who have poor sight to see, and for courage to banish the darkness from the heart. We became confident that fear is something that is natural, but not to be worshiped. We must beyond the fear by recognizing that we are also the cowards who are too bound by all property around us.

It is true that yesterday, we was believing the lies of developmentalism and solicitous propaganda and burying every worthwhile bit of life.

Though indeed, there is some people around us who scoffed at what you have done. Some people who we once thought were brave enough, in fact prefer to maintain the reliability of their life. Many mouth accusations of you, without accusing themselves of any infidelity to slavery. They envy the courage and heart and warmth that comes from the other brothers and sisters to you. Jealous in their inability to be a rebel, even in the corners of their hearts. But we leave them for a while, let them sink in the vacuous feast while we share stories between brothers and sisters in all the limitations that come pushed each of us.

Now each of us has pledged to be more vigilant. More alert and suspicious of the life that seemed alright. We agreed to make everything around us as a weapon and appreciate each rebel as fighters.

We promise not to forget that both of you are imprisoned, and it will find the mouth for revenge.

We realize that this letter will not change anything. In addition to that, we will proudly show all the enemies that you two are brothers and not just friends.

You are fighters and not criminals,

Individuals of Negasi
Solidarity letter with the anarchist comrades and with Culmine, from Conspiración Acrata (Mexico)

It is the hour of the social tragedy! We will destroy laughing. We will set fires laughing. We will kill laughing. We will expropriate laughing. And society will fall. The fatherland will fall. The family will fall. All will fall after the free man is born. The one is born who has learned the Dionysian art of joy and laughter through tears and sorrow. The hour has come to drown the enemy in blood… The hour has come to wash our minds in blood. Enough, enough, enough! As the poet transforms his lyre into a dagger! As the philosopher transforms his probe into a bomb! As the fisherman transforms his oar into a formidable ax. As the miner comes up from the unbearable caves of the dark mines armed with his shining iron. As the farmer transforms his fruitful spade into a war lance. As the laborer transforms his hammer into a scythe and cleaver. And forward, forward, forward. It is time, it is time – it is time! And society will fall. The fatherland will fall. The family will fall. All will fall after the Free Man is born. Forward, forward, forward, oh joyful destroyers. Beneath the black edge of death we will conquer Life! Laughing! And we will make it our slave! Laughing! And we will love it laughing! Since the only serious people are those who know how to be actively engaged laughing.

And our hatred laughs… Red laughter. Forward! Forward, for the destruction of the lie and of the phantoms! Forward, for the complete conquest of individuality and of Life!

Renzo Novatore - Toward the creative nothing 1922, Italy

A few days ago, the security apparatus at the hand of the Italian State perpetrated a repressive raid against anarchist comrades and the Culmine blog, a raid carried out in various cities and towns of that country, resulting in 4 comrades arrested under accusations that are the most common accusations in Italy and under which many other comrades have been arrested and incarcerated in the past, in similar repressive raids. Accused of Terrorism and subversive association, our comrades find themselves in the clutches of the State and need to be vindicated in the same way that those anarchist comrades in affinity in Italy have shown themselves in solidarity with the struggles and the prisoners in other parts of the world.

We know well that these kinds of raids are directed to debilitate and “demoralize” those anarchist scenes and groups that operate in various parts of the world. Today in Mexico we have the comrade Braulio imprisoned, accused of fighting against civilization and attacking those who contribute to the continual exploitation of animals and nature; Braulio is accused of setting fire to a pair of ATMs in the – fascist – city of León Guanajuato. In Indonesia, the comrades Billy and Eat likewise accused of attacking capital, setting fire to a bank in that country’s capital city and being active part of the “Long Live Luciano” cell / Informal Anarchist Federation. Billy and Eat are comrades in affinity who have expressed their solidarity with the local peasant struggles and with the anarchist prisoners of war in the world. In Greece, the trial continues against the comrades of the CCF-Greece and of Revolutionary Struggle, likewise against other imprisoned anarchist individuals for not aligning their lives to the way of life imposed by the system and fighting actively for the destruction of the State/Capital. The comrade Gabriel Pombo Da Silva continues in prison awaiting his transfer to the Spanish State. Gabriel, who identifies himself in affinity to anarchist insurrectionalism and to the FAI/IRF, is an active comrade who has always contributed critically and positively to the spread of what we fight for, likewise he has openly expressed his solidarity with the imprisoned comrades and those in struggle in the entire world. Marco Camenisch remains behind bars. The imprisoned comrades in Chile, the US, Canada, and in many other parts of the world where anarchist action is daily present. So then do we wait for the cities to keep burning? In the continuation of the beautiful creative Destruction, what are we waiting for?

It is quite clear that the struggle against the prisons and revolutionary solidarity with our imprisoned comrades is not an isolated struggle, it is the same as the daily struggle for the destruction of this same system, the same as the daily struggle for our individual-collective liberation, and clear that though their repressive blows weigh on us the bombings, arsenals and barricades continue to illuminate the night. This has remained demonstrated in more than words… in practice and in deeds!

From Finland to Peru, Barcelona which recently has started to burn, passing through Greece, Poland, England, Italy, Spain, the US, Canada, Mexico, Chile, Argentina, Indonesia, etc. Thousands of anarchist comrades in affinity who under their won and unique ideas, “organizational models,” methods, signed or unsigned, cells, nuclei or individualities, anonymous or “public” began their own insurrec-
tion and who today are present in an immense international/informal anarchist coordination which continues dealing blows against power. Each one under its own possibilities, times and spaces. There are not superior forms of struggle, everything is valid, we need everything, everything that focuses on the destruction of the present system of death and oppression. Without armed vanguards, nor weighty, obscurantist or clandestine organizations. Without centralism nor populist directives, anarchist action must continue striking and every time with greater potency.

We do not go through life under illusions, thinking that with “4 little bombs” or some arsons — as some of our more fierce critics have expressed — we are going to change the world, more than anything this is about vindication, daily conflict, anarchist action that form part of a project of total destruction of the State/Capital as a unique real form of creating and constructing a free life in its totality, and for us it is much more valid than to merely remain as activists-spectators. Moreover we do not want to change the world, changing it is equivalent to reforming it, we want to destroy it, to destroy the capitalist world and along with it to destroy its social relations, such as domination.

We know that construction must also be immediate, but we also know that this construction must be coolly calculated, departing from ethics and models that as much as possible are not recuperable by power, since the way in which we live in the present is like we desire to live in the future some day. That construction, that way of living anarchically from the present must depart — also — from the point of view of confrontation with power and its values, not conforming, not escaping, and not accepting.

This new repressive strike against the comrades in Italy, tomorrow may be succeeded in any other part of the world where there is activity, we must be prepared and informally coordinated for an immediate response to attack many points complicit in the incarceration of our comrades. Whether we are near or far, everything is possible, we don’t need to see each others’ faces for this, we all already know how this works. SOLIDARITY AMONG ANARCHISTS IS MUCH MORE THAN A WRITTEN WORD.

From the editorial collective of CONSPIRACION ACRATA, we express our solidarity with those comrades arrested in this raid and with the comrades affines of CULMINE whose mail the repressive apparatus has seized and surely — very surely — are investigating everyone who we communicate with through this medium, near or far. We must stay on the alert.

For the total destruction of the State/Capital!
Fire to the prisons and the prison guards too!
For each imprisoned comrade... fire in the streets!

Conspiración Acrata editorial collective
Publication of the insurrectional anarchist tendency.
Mexico. April 2012.

---

Conspiración Acrata #18
http://325.nostate.net/?p=6659

Culmine
culmine.noblogs.org
Seized by police and under the control of the authorities. Admins arrested in ‘Operation Ardire’. http://325.nostate.net/?p=5763

Direct Action Chronology

All actions listed were claimed in solidarity with Eat & Billy, as well as other anarchist prisoners, usually. Research within the International Network for Translation and Counter-Information for full communiques... This list is always incomplete!

2012

24 Sept, Valley of Chalco, Mexico - Armed attack against police vehicle kills all aboard.

Insurrectional Cell Mariano Sanchez Añon / FAI claim responsibility. Extracted communiqué: "We decided to appeal to the call of anarchist groups and individuals that do not limit themselves to words and curses against the social peace and who take the decision to destroy the system of domination into their own hands, making direct solidarity in the practice with our sisters and brothers in prison. For this, we claim a new attack against the uniformed shit, opening fire against the police patrol 282 of the Municipal police of the Valley of Chalco in Mexico State, killing all of those aboard. ... In the struggle for the destruction of the existent, there are no guilty or innocent. All those who feed this system of death are our enemies. ... Chaos has returned for all of those
who thought it had died. Direct solidarity with all of the anarchist prisoners in Mexico, Chile, Greece, Italy, Indonesia, United States, Switzerland and the world! Against all domination! Fire to power! For the extension of the struggle! Viva la Anarquia!

24 May, Makati, Philippines - A paint bomb attack against the Indonesian Embassy took place. Around 1am a group of people started to throw black paint to the wall and inside the perimeter of the embassy. After that they left leaflets at the scene stating: “FREEDOM TO EAT AND BILLY, FREEDOM TO ALL THE VICTIMS OF STATE REPRESSION, STOP THE ENVIRONMENTAL DESTRUCTION, THE REAL TERRORIST IS THE INDONESIAN STATE.”

22 May, Guayaquil, Ecuador - An explosive device containing 3 sticks of dynamite is detonated in the electric energy source of a Coca-Cola bottling plant. Bruno Fillipi Cell of Iconoclastic Individuals of FAI/IRF take responsibility. “We walk in the night with a sun in our minds and with two great stars of gold in our burning eyes.”

22 May, Bristol, UK - High profile train sabotage targeting employees of the Ministry of Defence and several military-industrial companies in the run up to the London Olympics leads to massive international media coverage of the Informal Anarchist Federation and the counter-info news source 325. The train sabotage is claimed by Informal Anarchist Federation (FAI) – May 22nd Group. Extract from the claim of FAI - May 22nd Group: “Everywhere the bosses want us scurrying around their metropolis, like consignments of human flesh in alienating containers on pre-determined routes, in a frenetic hustle for survival, there is and will continue to be every reason to forcefully intervene in the smooth flow of the daily grind. ...On the 22nd of May 2009, Chilean anarchist Mauricio

December wave of Letter-bombs by Free Eat & Billy Cell FAI/IRF (Germany, Italy, France)

7/12/11 – Frankfurt, Germany : CEO Josef Ackermann is the intended target of a fully operational explosive parcel which is mailed to Deutsche Bank headquarters. Bank security staff identify the device during x-ray screening, and it is later neutralised by police. A claim of responsibility is recovered from the device, which is published in the corporate press.

9/12/11 – Rome, Italy : Chief Director Marco Cuccagna of Italy’s tax collection office, Equitalia, receives a letter-bomb which explodes after he opens it, causing damage to his hands, blowing off part of his finger and almost blinding him after his glass desk shatters in the explosion.

12/12/11 – Paris, France : The Greek embassy in Paris is the target of a third explosive device which is identified and neutralised. Amidst the wave, mainstream media report that envelopes containing bullets and threatening letters are mailed to Italian Justice Minister Paola Severino and Rome Mayor Gianni Alemanno. An additional parcel of vengeance was received by Equitalia on the 15th December, but was identified and neutralised. A note inside the latest package said “don’t kill yourself, rebel: death to usurers!”

Here is a translation of the claim of responsibility that accompanied the package bomb to the central headquarters of Deutsche Bank in Frankfurt:

FREEDOM AND HAPPINESS FOR OUR BROTHER GABRIEL POMBO DA SILVA. DEATH TO THE BANKS THAT STRANGLE THE PEOPLE. THREE PARCEL BOMBS IN THESE DAYS ARE TRAVELLING TOWARD BANKS AND BANKERS, TICKS AND LEECHES. WITH THESE SMALL BUT RESOLVED ACTIONS, WE OF THE EAT & BILL Y ITALIAN CELL JOIN IN THE NEW ANARCHIST INTERNATIONAL, THE INFORMAL ANARCHIST FEDERATION AND INTERNATIONAL REVOLUTIONARY FRONT. WE HAVE THIS NAME IN SOLIDARITY WITH THE INDONESIAN FAI, WITH OUR BROTHERS EAT AND BILLY. WE DON’T NEED SPECIALISTS OF ACTION, ANYONE CAN ARM THEIR OWN HANDS, ANYONE CAN ASSEMBLE THEIR OWN GIFT PACKAGE. WAR ON THE EUROPE OF THE BANKERS, DEATH TO THE LEECHES THAT GOVERN US. LONG LIVE THE INDONESIAN FAI

LONG LIVE THE C.C.F.

VIVA THE NEW ANARCHIST GUERRILLA

VIVA THE FAI/IRF

FREE EAT AND BILLY CELL FAI/IRF
Mauri 'lost' the last one… but that wild instinct never dies, the bet is still on, and today Mauri we will see to it that anarchy lives! … To Billy Augustan and Reyhard 'Eat' Rumbayan, fighters of the Indonesian FAI in prison for burning a bank (and to the wanted of that case, never forgetting our comrades in clandestinity) - you may not know us, but we are your co-conspirators, and the same for any being who attacks for individual, collective and Earth liberation. Stay strong and proud:"

7 May, Genoa, Italy - CEO Roberto Adinolfi of Ansaldo Nucleare, part of the Finmeccanica military-industrial company, is shot in the street outside his home by anarchist attackers of the Olga Cell FAI/IRF. Extract from the claim: “Vanquishing fear was simpler than what we had imagined it. ... With Adinolfi's wounding we propose a campaign of struggle against Finmeccanica, murderous octopus. Today Ansaldo Nuclear, tomorrow another of its tentacles - we invite all the groups and individuals of the FAI to strike this monstrosity with all necessary means. ... LONG LIVE THE CONSPIRACY OF CELLS OF FIRE - LONG LIVE THE FAI/IRF - LONG LIVE ANARCHY!”

1 May, Bristol, UK – Several banks, ATMs and estate agents have their windows smashed by anarchists in solidarity.


14 Apr, Ciudad Nezahualcóyotl, Mexico - State Security Agency vehicle torched by Cell for Violent and Excessive Attack on Power / FAI. “Last night, we took to the streets with the clear intention to rupture their social peace, to break the order constituted by most of society’s passiveness, conformism, and ambition for power. At around 11:30 p.m., we placed two delayed incendiary devices next to a State Security Agency (ASE) patrol car parked in front of the ASE headquarters on Avenida Texcoco in the Juan Escutía suburb on the border of Ciudad Nezahualcóyotl and the Federal District. At the site, we also left graffiti claiming responsibility by the FAI! We attack the property of the State/ Capital’s security forces with fire, just like we would lethally and explosively attack those henchmen of power. The conflict with authority also exists in the neighborhoods on the edge of the city. We don’t expect to turn the system on its head with a single action. This is a daily war for freedom and individual rights. May they burn wherever they are, whether in Polanco or Santa Fe, Ciudad Nezahualcóyotl or Ecatepec! Let everyone destroy their own oppressions and burn down the city! Conflict is in the streets, and it is accompanied by incendiary discourse that incites, breaking the chains on thought and action that are encouraged, espoused, and imposed by pacifism and nonviolence!”

14 Apr, La Paz, Bolivia - Incendiary attack against Bank of the Andes ATM claimed by Some Wayward Nocturnals - FAI/IRF. The arson destroys the machine. “We decide to confront here and now, conscious of every action, every step that from now on will be a threat to Power and the society that collaborates and is part of the annihilation of the world in which we live.”

5 Apr, Lublin, Poland - ATM destruction and painted slogans claimed for the last days of March. “Violence is an integral part of our lives, concealed behind a mask of abstract social relations. Pushed to the ghettos of poverty, filling the prison cells, reside in the slums of third world. We have no illusions about it. We will come from darkness of the night and attack state and capitalist targets, every time more violently and with a stronger belief in the rightness of our actions. We also address our words to those who are staying on the moderate positions, trying to censor different concepts of fight. Our dreams remain illegal. WE remain illegal. There is no place for us in capitalist machine. We don’t find ourselves on another miserable demonstration. We don’t make long-term political plans. We don’t ask the chiefs and rulers for small compromises. We want immediate change, looking for each other, creating cells capable to provide adequate answer to our daily humiliations.”

13 Mar, Cochabamba, Bolivia – Flyposters on the streets of the city accompanied with spraypaint slogans - “Strength to Eat & Billy – Anarchist Prisoners in Indonesia – We are at War”

9 Mar, Rome, Italy - On the day following the explosion of a device outside the branch of the Monte dei Paschi di Siena Bank on Via Dei Prati Fiscali in Rome, a letter claiming the attack has been addressed to the AdnKronos media group in piazza Mastai. The letter is signed by the Informal Anarchist Federation / International Revolutionary Front / Anti-Social Nucleus.

1 Mar, Buenos Aires, Argentina - Criminal Court bombed by Indomitable Nucleus for the Spread of the Fire / FAI. “War without truce to the whole system of domination.”

21 Feb, Moscow Region, Russia - 2 cell phone towers torched south of Moscow (Rostov-na-Donu direction) by ALF/ELF-Moscow region / FAI. “Words of solidarity and support to Marco Camenisch, members of Indonesian FAI (both in prison and on the run), and [eco-anarchists] Silvia, Costa and Billy. Our respect and whole-
International Conspiracy for Revenge – Informal Anarchist Federation claim incendiary attack on Santander Bank in Buenos Aires (Argentina)

21 May 2012

Today, Monday May 21st at around 1 AM, we attacked the Santander Bank located on Parana street between Tucuman and Viamonte. For this we made use of 2 liters of flammable liquid plus 4 butane gas canisters and an ignition mechanism. The fire completely destroyed the front part of the bank, leaving the 4 ATMs that were there unusable, as well as busting out several windows.

We mark this action as an action remembrance of the warrior Mauricio Morales, fallen 3 years ago from the explosion of his own bomb destined to the prison guard school in Chile. And with care for Luciano “Tortuga” Pitronello, wounded after the attack on a Santander Bank last year, now imprisoned. This is how we understand solidarity, stopping here where a comrade “fell,” in order to radicalize and deepen our practices.

The society in which we live intends to condemn us to misery, to alienation, to stupid consumption and docility. We as combatant individuals deny all of this, we reject and attack its symbols and its capitalist, policial, patriarchal, religious and ideological values. We go on the offensive with conviction as our primary weapon. We do not illusion ourselves with “hope” of some change in the people, the people that does not react even when a loved one of theirs is locked up in the prisons or asylum of the Argentine State, the people that do not react even when they are evicted from their homes and have to sleep in the street with their children, the people who have lost all dignity before the dream of a bourgeois life that the mass media of communication offer them. We do not waste our time on raising the consciousness of the masses nor discourses like that, we choose for ourselves the rebel, illegal, delinquent life. And we have imprisoned comrades in this war who we want to name. Eat and Billy, brothers of the FAI, recently sentenced to 1 year 8 months for the attack on a bank; all the comrades of the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire, who maintain with pride their anarchist values in spite of the constant attempts to diminish their morale such as the recent transfer and punishment of the comrade Olga; Freddy, Marcelo and Juan, dignified prisoners in the Chilean prisons, after being expelled by the wretched Argentine government; the recently arrested Carla and Ivan; and so many others who we carry within ourselves, day after day, night after night, who give us strength and another reason to keep fighting.

An autonomous subversion, in the form of anarchist guerrilla, is expanding through the most remote places of the earth, from Bolivia to England, from Italy to Chile, from Indonesia to Mexico… with weapons, with explosives, with fire, but above all with values and dignified conscience. And that is what they will never be able to stop.

International Conspiracy for Revenge

Informal Anarchist Federation
Malang: Four anarchists detained and investigated for solidarity actions – ‘Memori Senja’ shut down

On the night of Friday, April 20, 2012, four people were arrested by police in Malang when comrades are doing acts of vandalism as a form of solidarity in a variety of methods in asymmetric struggle against the state, capital and society. This is in solidarity to the imprisoned revolutionary combatants (Billy & Eat, Tukijo and Hidayat). The four comrades were detained and underwent a long interrogation for 17 hours without stopping before then being released while still in surveillance and investigation of the police.

During interrogation, the police force four comrades to mention Facebook address each of the accused as a "communication tool" of internal "group of troublemakers and bullies to the social order". They also were asked about their relationship with the combatants in the jail (Billy & Eat, Tukijo and Hidayat); [Hidayat is released from the prison now, he is an anarchist, jailed for attacking a policestation in a riot against brutal repression], then how do they communicate with our comrades in prison (whether via phone, email or other medium), name of group or network in which they are involved and how these groups communicate, and other silly things related activities each captured comrades.

Equipment used for this action were seized as evidence such as spray paint, solidarity poster for Billy & Eat, Tukijo and Hidayat, poster for local anti-mine resistance at Tambak Bayan. Other posters that were seized read "POLICE ARE KILLERS", "DESTROY MINE", "FUCK SOCIETY".

The police then connect these acts of vandalism by an anarchist weblog called Memori Senja and trying to find out who is the admin of the web. Web Memori Senja is now no longer accessible online.

Later on Monday, April 23, 2012, the four comrades must face another interrogation again.

For each of us in NEGASI, this is a continuation of the repression against the rise of a new generation of anarchists in Indonesia. Although each of us vowed never retreat, but we still expect solidarity from the other comrades everywhere in every form.

Long live the rebels!
Long live anarchy!

Comrades of NEGASI

Update: Advanced Interrogation of 4 Captured Comrades in Malang

On Thursday, April 26, 2012, the four comrades who were captured in Malang underwent further interrogation by the police-pigs. The interrogation itself lasted for 8 hours from 10 am to 6 pm. Two comrades immediately undergo interrogation in two separate rooms. Interrogation lasted for 5 and 6 hours. While two other comrades were told to wait. The matters focused on in the interrogations, range from questions about the chronology of the vandalism action until the comrades were finally caught by the pigs, to the pigs demanding to know who had proposed the idea of the action as well, and about the relationship between the vandals and the comrades of Katalis and Kontinum [counter-
Questions about the association with the two anti-authoritarian groups (Katalis + Kontinum) were because in the bag of one comrade was found pamphlets of the two groups.

One comrade who also got the same questions plus another question about who had the idea of making posters of solidarity for the four combatants in jail (Billy & Eat, Tukijo and Hidayat), and how the association between the four comrades and the imprisoned comrades are, how the comrades know about the condition of the combatants and why the acts of vandalism solidarity should be dedicated to the 4 people who are combatants.

The interrogation ended with the four comrades in Malang having to register their identity cards, and the interrogation continues on Monday, April 30, 2012. Some items still have not been returned because they were seized by the police-pigs (USB disc, solidarity posters, paint-bombs, the diary of one comrade, comrades identity cards and spray-paint). Three of the comrades are demanded to sign a witness form and one other comrade still has to undergo further interrogation before being forced to sign the forms.

The pig-cop trying to entrap the four comrades by letting the case drag on, is based on the grounds of waiting for complaints from owners of buildings whom such acts of vandalism (spray-paint slogans, posters, paintbombs) were directed. If there is a lawsuit from the owners of the building, then the 4 comrades in Malang will undergo further interrogation and will face legal proceedings.

Solidarity to 4 Malang combatants!

Long live the live action!

Long live the rebels!

Vandals for solidarity!

‘Long-Live Luciano Tortuga Cell – International Conspiracy for Revenge – FAI / FRI’ attack electrical substation with incendiary device in Manado

Sunday, September 2nd, 2012
From Membakar Senj[a]:
It’s always a reason to say that the lack of numbers is the main reason. But for us the only obstacle is fear. Theories, reasons and situations are the walls of the labyrinth which always became a reason for obstruction and restriction. As well as the accusations that the kidnapping of two members, of our comrades Billy and Eat, is a barrier to the ongoing actions for destruction.

On August 23, at a power plant in Kotamobagu, North Sulawesi, we put an incendiary device that failed to ignite. We were disappointed with ourselves and the ability of each individual who was involved in the attack. But on the other hand, we learned that no one should regret. Tonight August 31, we re-commit to do the same “crimes”. Leaving the device in order to burn an electrical substation in Tuminting, Manado.

The goal is clear. We are angry. Really angry!

This action is also as a response and as an answer to the unlimited solidarity from many rebellion comrades and companer@s. To Olga and all the comrades from Conspiracy of Cells of Fire and Tasos Theofilou who was recently arrested because he was an anarchist. Also we do not forget to mention Theofilos Mavropoulos, Gabriel Pombo da Silva, Rami Syrianos, and Marco Camenisch who are undergoing a hunger strike. All of you are rebels who inspired us despite the fact that you are held behind bars.

To Luciano Tortuga and Mario Lopez, also never forget to mention Ivan Silva and Carla Verdugo in Chile. Henry Zegarrundo, Juan Aliste Vega, Freddy Fuentevilla Saa, Marcelo Villarroel Sepúlveda also are an inspiration. Do not forget to dissidents like Felicity Ryder, Nikos Maziotis and Pola Roupa also lastly to K. The fugitive member of the Long Live Luciano Tortuga Cell, Informal Anarchist Federation / International Revolutionary Front (FAI / FRI).

But with fully of shame in our face we mention our two brothers in struggle, members of Long Live Luciano Tortuga Cell, Informal Anarchist Federation / International Revolutionary Front; Billy Augustan and Reyhard Rumbayan (Eat). Also do not forget the brave one of Kulonprogo; Tukijo. For those we send our greetings with the lights of fire from the street. To them we are sending our love.

These actions are also as a manifestation of anger and disappointment. Impatience for those rebels who after attacks returned to run and hide and spent long time to keep waiting, including us.

Comrades, it is time to strike back. Do not wait. Time to light it up!

Long Live Anarchy!

Long Live Luciano Tortuga Cell
International Conspiracy for Revenge - Informal Anarchist Federation / International Revolutionary Front (FAI / FRI)
Dear comrades and companerxs of Informal Anarchist Federation – International Revolutionary Front (FAI – IRF) from around the world, to all the rebels who still rise against the power, society and eco-disaster.

We, the International Conspiracy for Revenge, Indonesian section of FAI-IRF want to make an international call of direct action against all property and symbols of society, eco-destroyers, fascists, military and our enemies. This international call in the beginning is to remember the abduction of our two brothers from Long Live Luciano Tortuga Cell – FAI Indonesia, Eat and Billy, by the state one year ago. One year of kidnap and harassment of revolutionary action done by our brothers. And not to forget to mention, the fugitive member of Long Live Luciano Tortuga Cell, K, who is still underground and hunted by power.

But in essence, our action will be dedicated to all the rebels and revolutionaries who never step back, eating their words, and who never want to wash their hands by the sale of another revolutionary name to protect their comfort zones.

We want to call our sisters and brothers in arms from all the cells of FAI-IRF to refresh our revolutionary memories. That until today, we haven’t forgotten and will never forget our sisters and brothers who are kid-napped and seized behind bars by the state. Eat and Billy are only a small piece in a wave of repression that always faced the rise of insurrectionary desires around the circles of FAI-IRF. Action always speaks louder than words.

For one week, starting from today, we want to send our revolutionary greetings for Eat and Billy and other rebels (proud and revolutionary members of CCF and Revolutionary Struggle, Luciano Tortuga Pitronello, Mario Tripa Lopez, Marco Camenisch, Gabriel Pombo da Silva, Theofilos Mavropoulos, Alfredo Cospito and Nicola Gai, Marcelo, Juan and Fredy, Ivan Silva and Carla Verdugo, anarchist prisoners of operations in Italia and many more revolutionary names) that must be remembered and mentioned in our hearts through action.

See you in the street, covered by the night through the fires against power and society.

For anarchy
For Black International
For our sisters and brothers

International Conspiracy for Revenge
Informal Anarchist Federation – International Revolutionary Front - FAI Indonesian Section

ICR – FAI/FRI week of solidarity for 1 year of prison for Eat & Billy

November 8th, 2012

Dear comrades and companerxs of Informal Anarchist Federation – International Revolutionary Front (FAI – IRF) from around the world, to all the rebels who still rise against the power, society and eco-disaster.

We, the International Conspiracy for Revenge, Indonesian section of FAI-IRF want to make an international call of direct action against all property and symbols of society, eco-destroyers, fascists, military and our enemies. This international call in the beginning is to remember the abduction of our two brothers from Long Live Luciano Tortuga Cell – FAI Indonesia, Eat and Billy, by the state one year ago. One year of kidnap and harassment of revolutionary action done by our brothers. And not to forget to mention, the fugitive member of Long Live Luciano Tortuga Cell, K, who is still underground and hunted by power.

But in essence, our action will be dedicated to all the rebels and revolutionaries who never step back, eating their words, and who never want to wash their hands by the sale of another revolutionary name to protect their comfort zones.

We want to call our sisters and brothers in arms from all the cells of FAI-IRF to refresh our revolutionary memories. That until today, we haven’t forgotten and will never forget our sisters and brothers who are kid-napped and seized behind bars by the state. Eat and Billy are only a small piece in a wave of repression that always faced the rise of insurrectionary desires around the circles of FAI-IRF. Action always speaks louder than words.

For one week, starting from today, we want to send our revolutionary greetings for Eat and Billy and other rebels (proud and revolutionary members of CCF and Revolutionary Struggle, Luciano Tortuga Pitronello, Mario Tripa Lopez, Marco Camenisch, Gabriel Pombo da Silva, Theofilos Mavropoulos, Alfredo Cospito and Nicola Gai, Marcelo, Juan and Fredy, Ivan Silva and Carla Verdugo, anarchist prisoners of operations in Italia and many more revolutionary names) that must be remembered and mentioned in our hearts through action.

See you in the street, covered by the night through the fires against power and society.

For anarchy
For Black International
For our sisters and brothers

International Conspiracy for Revenge
Informal Anarchist Federation – International Revolutionary Front - FAI Indonesian Section

Last night (Monday, 5 November 2012), we placed a small explosive package.

We put it in front of Red Monkey Karaoke’s pub in Manado. We did it as a small gesture of solidarity to all the rebels in Papua who were shot by the Indonesian military, to the people in Philippines who stand up against the eco-disaster of mega project of SMI-Xstrata, to the rebels in Greece squats who faced the eviction and were kidnapped by the state, to the anti-fascist fighters around the world who stand up against discrimination and terror.

We know it means nothing for some people who can only throw us by critiques and on other side, put their self behind the bars of reasons. For some people, this kind of solidarity “isn’t the true solidarity” because we hide our face and only put one name: Informal Anarchist Federation – International Revolutionary Front. Even so, we still don’t want to send our solidarity to “some revolutionary”, on the contrary we declare ourselves as a nihilist front.

But, we still want to mention our brothers in arms who always light a fire in our hearts by sending us their message: never step back, never bow, never unarmed, Conspiracy of Cells of Fire and anarchist revolutionairy Theofilos Mavropoulos, to the revolutionary prisoners in Greece, to Gabriel Pombo da Silva, to Luciano Tortuga Pitronello and...
Mario Tripa Lopez, to Alfredo Cospito and Nicola Gai who are kidnapped by the state, to the anarchist prisoners of operation Ardire, Mangiafuoco, Ixoidae and Thor, to the brave one Henry Zeggarundo, to Marcelo, Juan and Freddy, to both Ivan Silva and Carla Verdugo, and last but not the least: our two brothers in struggle who are still seized by the state, members of FAI Indonesia section: Eat and Billy, and Tukijo: you are also our brother.

Our action tonight is a part of an international call of general strike and international solidarity to all the fighters who rise against domination, control, power and eco-destruction.

Our action totally echoes the call from our brothers of Revolutionary Groups for the Dispersion of Terror and the Fires On The Horizon from Greece, the Insurrectional Cell Mariano Sanchez Añon (CI-MSA) from Mexico, the Wolfpack in Russia, and the Cholera Cell as well as the Cell of Conspirators for the Extension of Chaos in Buenos Aires.

Never step back,
Never unarmed,
Never bow,
Solidarity in action, always

International Conspiracy for Revenge
Informal Anarchist Federation – International Revolutionary Front

Notes on the action:

Red Monkey Karaoke is one of the high class entertainment places in Manado. The device was placed in the parking area, in the middle of many cars from rich people. The target: cars in the parking area. Destroy the cars (as a main transportation for urban people). This is a symbol that ICR – FAI/IRF stand next to the rebels who are against the eco-disaster. To show solidarity and never step back from the frontline. Red Monkey Karaoke is located in the main street of Manado. Pierre Tendean street is the widest and main street in Manado. Red Monkey was chosen because it is one of the consumerist symbols of Manado. The target was not the people, and that’s why the package was placed in the parking area.

- The device was discovered by Megamass corporate security at 24:00 hrs. The security alerted Manado police who secured the area. At 02:00 Sulawesi police force arrived, made their evaluation and at 02:32 the item was detonated.

International Conspiracy for Revenge - FAI/IRF takes responsibility for arson of a school in Manado

On 11 of November 2012, covered by the night and with desires of revolutionary solidarity to the imprisoned anarchists from around the world, we burnt one state elementary school in Paniki, Manado. We salute our action to all of our brothers and sisters from International Revolutionary Front (FAI – IRF).

Maybe, many of the comrades will be asking why we put a fire in a school? It’s a simple answer.

First, school is a prison. And there’s no other excuse to defend the school and write it out from the list of targets of revolutionary actions. In school, we can’t learn about freedom, bravery, uniqueness and revolutionary solidarity. We learn nothing but the situation of society that imposes on our dignity as a human being.

We dedicated our action to remember our brothers, Eat and Billy who are still jailed by the state. Also, through this action we want to send our revolutionary greetings to Nicola Gai and Alfredo Cospito, members of Conspiracy of Cells of Fire, Theofilos Mavropoulos, Gabriel Pombo da Silva, Marco Camenisch, members of Revolutionary Struggle and the imprisoned anarchists in Chile and Bolivia. To Luciano Tortuga and Mario Tripa Lopez, we send you revolutionary hugs to both of you.

This action is part of our issue of Direct Action for one week to remember our brothers who are imprisoned by the state, the struggle against state, capital and society.

Never step back,
Never unarmed,
Never bow,

For anarchy
For the black international

International Conspiracy for Revenge (ICR)
Informal Anarchist Federation – International Revolutionary Front (FAI – IRF)

Notes on the action:

The fire started at around 9pm. The entire school was burnt out. 322 children now have a lot of free time without state education. There was not a single casualty. Following the previous ICR action in Manado on 5th November, the police organised a meeting specifically to discuss the situation, where media were not allowed inside to hear the proceedings. They are presumed to have decided on a policy of denial, to attempt to suppress the information about the attacks. Hence, the previous explosive device in Manado was declared only to be an “empty suitcase” mistaken for a bomb, and the arson of this school declared as an “electrical short-circuit”.

In the days after this anti-social attack, there was a huge unclaimed arson of the motorbike police offices, and all the registration documents, tax etc turned into smoke and ash, as well as the main part of the building.
Fire and Dynamite

From Indonesia to Chile…
A proposition for FAI-IRF (Global)

A publication by the imprisoned members of the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire

We hear the song of fire that comes from far away. The words smell of gunpowder. From the other side of the world rebellious comrades burn the nights and liberate places and moments. We can hear them… They conspire, plan, attack… We do not have to say anything else, we leave our brothers and sisters to speak for us.

“We are all Conspiracy Cells of Fire. C.C.F. is not an organization or just a group. On the contrary it is a antagonistic expression of rage and contempt towards authority and its structures. To spread the C.C.F. all you need is gasoline, matches and the desire to fight for absolute freedom. We have begun the war against the existing order.”

Mexican C.C.F./FAI

The following text is dedicated to the Mexican C.C.F. and to our brothers and sisters of F.A.I. all around the world.

The wind blows against… from Indonesia to Chile.

These previous months from every corner of the earth more and more explosive messages of fire and gunpowder cross borders and seas reaching us here, in the Greek prisons where we are hostage, but not defeated.

Words mix with fire and behind the ashes of banks, government buildings, cop cars, nanotechnology labs, satellite antennas, private security cars and luxury shops, open a promise to friends and a threat to the enemy. They open a live proposition of the Informal Anarchist Federation (F.A.I.).

An International Revolutionary Front (I.R.F.) is now organized in Italy, England, Chile, Mexico, Argentina, Russia, Holland, Peru, Bolivia, Indonesia, Australia, Greece…

An idea that started its journey ten years ago from Italy from the brothers and sisters of the Italian F.A.I. and today is stronger than ever. F.A.I. definitely is not a theoretic game of harmless words and symbols, but an idea to live dangerously and anarchically with all our senses, without dead time and cowardly excuses.

Often the texts that come to our hands like the one from the Italian F.A.I. (“Do not say that we are few”), the one from the English comrades of F.A.I. titled “Rain and Fire”, the announcement of the Russian F.A.I., the call of the 11 anarchist organizations from Mexico, and many more, fill us with a weird awkwardness. It’s this indescribable joy we feel when individuals and groups who do not know one another reach the same conclusions and feel the same feelings the exact same moment.
This feeling explodes in every word that unlocks the next and draws a common path of revolt. It is one of the few times that we do not have much to say. Most of our points are covered by our comrades. But we don't want to consume the text in a series of compliments.

We know that we have work to do and a tough path with battles to walk through. Now we want to become even more dangerous, even more substantial, even more anarchist. This is why we write a lot from inside the prisons, because we want to act more.

ii) Doing a “translation” within the translation

Communication is the cornerstone of our whole informal structure. We realize every word as an invitation of battle against authority. Every meaning we print on paper, we want to find a way for it to escape from theory and transform into practice. Only in practice are all theoretical values tested. Every word, however, that we use has its own historical origin. Often the same words express different meanings from country to country. The Informal Anarchist Federation (F.A.I.) consists of an international anarchist formation between individuals and cells that speak different languages, but however pursue to express through their actions, their common desire for the anarchist revolution.

This is why the translations of texts and communiques that circulate in the circles of F.A.I. are of great value in order for one to meet the ideas of the other. Often, however, a second “translation” of the translation is necessary in order to explain a few words that have different meanings from place to place.

Here we make a first attempt of this double translation in order to clarify every possible confusion amongst comrades. The first indication, came from our brothers and sisters in Chile when the comrades of the Columnas Antagonicas Incendiarias (antagonistic incendiary columns) promoting the dialogue through action, in a communiqué with which they claimed the responsibility for the arson of the Banco Estado in Santiago, openly expressed their reflections concerning the use of the word revolution and the meaning we, as C.C.F. give it.

Their objection is based on the fact that for them usually the meaning of revolution is identified with the generalized popular uprising, that is composed through a sudden conscious awakening of the masses. This revolution is usually invoked by Marxists and few “anarchists” that justify the use of revolutionary violence only when the social conditions will be mature, thus dismissing the meaning of individual insurrection. Therefore, speaking of such a revolution is like speaking in the name of the people, something that intensely reminds the armed vanguards and the Marxist perception, with which we have no relation.

Of course, it is true that we often use the meaning of revolution in our texts considering self-evident that by repeatedly speaking of anarchist anti-socialism, anarcho-individualism, the tension of insurrectionist comrades and aggressive nihilism, it is apprehensible what we mean with its definition. But often the great distances, the lack of translations, as well as the specific use of every word in every place, stresses to us the need to be more clear.

We clarify, therefore, that in no way do we feed with illusions of a future vague social awakening from one moment to another, neither of a popular uprising with anarchist characteristics. We have no trust in the masses who with their cowardices and immobility conserve this authoritarian system. This is why we are not only enemies with the state, but also with the social values that support it, vindicate it and reproduce it as a social relation in their interior.

Even social protests for better wages, social security, more rights, are mobilizations with an expire date, that lead back to passivity.

We believe that every person individually must become conscious, must realize the crime of the existence of authority, abolish it from their life style and at the same time find comrades to strike the spread out authority of the state. This is why we believe in the anarchist minority struggle and the new anarchist urban guerrilla.

Besides, the meaning of revolution on its own does not mean liberation. Lets not forget that the dictatorship of communist parties was established, mainly after revolutions. We do not want any revolution, but an anarchist revolution that will abolish every form of authority. This is why from now on in order to become clear in our texts and our actions we will speak of the anarchist revolution.

Another misunderstanding that often happens has to do with our reference to armed struggle. We know that in some other countries, for example Italy, the meaning of armed struggle refers to past decades and the logic of armed pioneering.

Here we must clarify that in no way do we believe in enlightened vanguards and “revolutionary” guidance. Whatever we do, we do it first of all for ourselves. Through our attacks we communicate with other comrades, spread the anarchist values, strike the system, deny the role of the victim and enjoy our lives through the.
most wild and liberating of its versions.

Simultaneously, we want to structure the opposing awe, opposite the enemy making clear the existence of a constant civil war between the insubordinates and authority. We seek to terrorize the terrorists and pass on to them the fear of vengeance to their camp, mansions, parliaments, ministries, police stations.

All this offers us a great personal satisfaction. This is why we define ourselves as anarchists-individualists. We do not like any kind of opinion that wants to transform the anarchist revolution from a genuine way of life into a military mission with rules and leaders at the service of the general “well-being” of society. We will not sacrifice ourselves for the “well-being” of a society that often gets kicked by the bosses and says “thank you”. If through our speech and actions, we cause liberating questions and doubts to some other people against the modern way of life, this is good first of all for themselves. It would be a great joy and honour if in their faces we meet future comrades. And if not, we will never, not even for a moment, abandon the battle against authority and its anti-social critique, in order to be liked by most people.

There is, however, one more parameter of the critique towards the use of the term "armed struggle". A critique that comes mainly from our brothers and sisters of the insurrectionist anarchy. The reference to armed struggle can easily be misunderstood as a monomania, a fetishism of guns, as an informal hierarchy of the means of the anarchist struggle that places armed struggle as the supreme form of action.

We, so much in our speech, as well as in our actions never put the forms of conflict with the system in a hierarchical order. We never believed that an action becomes more or less "anarchic" depending on the percentage of violence it concentrates. Simultaneously, however, we are absolutely against the separations of the traditional "anarchists" who justify and defend a violent action, only when it is expressed en masse in a demonstration, but they undermine and disdain it when it is carried out in the darkness of the night by a determined minority of comrades. As well we never agreed with a stupid separation that is expressed by some “anarchists” in some countries and makes anarchist violence acceptable only when it is turned against a material target, but on the contrary marginalizes and condemns the practise of the execution of an officer that staffs the system, speaking of respect of human life. For us there is no respect for the human life of a cop, a judge, a prosecutor, a journalist or a snitch.

When, therefore, we use the term “armed struggle” essentially we also send a message to those traditional old school anarchists who with their ethology, want to stop the beauty of the wildness of anarchist action and confine it to more calm and mass forms of protest against the system.

For us an anarchist comrade can use a pencil and paper up to a kalashnikov and bombs against authority and its civilization.

Obviously, therefore, today we support and promote every action that attacks the system in its own special way. Fly posting, self-organized publications and blogs, militant demonstrations, sabotage, attacks with stones and paint, expropriation of banks, bomb attacks, arson of state and economic targets, executions of officers of authority, is our gear in our arsenal of anarchist practical theory. This is why when we speak of armed struggle, we do not just speak of guns and bullets, but also about all the above and anything that frightens authority and is on the side of the anarchist barricade.

Now the fact that we used the term “armed struggle” at a great degree in order to break the fetishism of low intensity violence that is promoted by the reformist tension of anarchy brings us up against the misapprehension we mentioned previously. This is why because we do not want to be defined by association with the cowardice of some and be like something we are not, from now on we are thinking of replacing the reference to armed struggle either with the explanation of its polymorphy, or with the wider meaning of direct action which includes all we want to do.

iii) The FAI/IRF network

Through the dozens of cells of the I.A.F. (FAI), there is a substance, the substance of anarchist propaganda in practice. Appearance of more and more newer cells of FAI from Indonesia to Chile and from England to Russia is a new prospect of action for the anarchist struggle. The prospect of an informal chaotic network of co-support of anarchist cells is capable to cause serious problems to the smooth function of the system. It is an accountable threat which however should not be consumed in mutual and authentic salutes between the cells and the individualities which compose it.

It is important to go onto the next step. We have already spoken of our common values. We believe in the same values of direct action, which is expressed in the here and now of the anti-state struggle that meets with the anti-social criticism, and the international anarchist solidarity, which knows no borders and countries. Also, we
support and promote a formalism as the most authentic form of anarchist organization. Finally, surely all of us who support FAI share the same craziness, walking against our times indifferent about the price, whatever that is. This price is the deafening contradiction of an anarchist revolutionary. An anarchist revolutionary who loves freedom and life, is one who risks to lose both, either locked in a cell, or dead by a cops bullets.

But, these moments of wild and defiant attack against authority and its subjects deserve something more than a whole life drowned in compromises and quitting.

The fact is that all of this has been written before in the public dialogue that has opened within the circles of FAI-IRF. Thus, it is not enough to simply have a gun in your hands, such as FAI, but to be able to use it so its worthy.

For us, our symbol with the five arrows, all targeting authority in the centre, symbolizes the significance of the international anarchist struggle that can take place on the five continents of the world. Also, the different size of the arrows expresses the polymorphy of anarchist action and the different intensity with which its expressed every time.

At the same time, the five arrows stress the importance and value of FAI-IRF because they are like the five fingers of a hand. Each finger on its own can bend the enemy, but when they are connected form a fist that rises unbreakable against the system. FAI-IRF is this fist.

As well the arrows aiming towards the centre symbolize the fusion of the subversive forces resulting in the fission and diffusion of our attacks against the galley of modern civilization. The star with the anarchist 'A' symbolizes our heart which belongs to the anarchist revolution.

So for us it is of great joy and pride to give our symbol to the FAI-IRF in order for every group or cell of the IRF to use it freely by putting their name over the star.

Now as for the strategy of our struggle, all us who support FAI do not expect things to happen on their own and get to the anarchist revolution. We prefer to be the facts which will create the upset in the system.

This is the strategy of the minority anarchist struggle. Until now this struggle usually takes place fragmentarily and many times is isolated and is limited to the national borders of every land.

An important exception are the international calls for action that are carried out by initiatives of comrades. We carried out such a call during the period of the first trial against the C.C.F. and we realized with extreme joy that the seed of solidarity found fertile ground in the lands of Argentina, Italy, Russia, Chile, Greece, Indonesia, Spain, England, Mexico, Australia, Germany, Poland, Austria, Holland etc.

For us, our symbol with the five arrows, all targeting authority in the centre, symbolizes the significance of the international anarchist struggle that can take place on the five continents of the world. Also, the different size of the arrows expresses the polymorphy of anarchist action and the different intensity with which its expressed every time.

As was written and very well-aimed by the Italian comrades of the FAI, anarchist attacks never ceased, but if they are united in an international informal network based on mutual support, they become more visible and more violent, while their spreading and their revolutionary prospect multiplies.

Thus we place our proposition. We think that a dialogue of action between the cells of FAI must from time to time seek a common thematic treatment. More specifically, a cell of FAI/IRF when striking a target, through the communiqué with which it will claim responsibility, can at the same time open a dialogue with the other cells.

For example, let’s suppose that some comrades in England choose to attack the CCTV cameras in the streets and generally the means of control and surveillance. If they want, through their communiqué they can set the thematic of cameras and of the technological control of our life, analyse it, present their positions and propose to the network of IRF that other cells deal with this matter as well. Obviously, the rest of the cells and individualities (whoever wishes to of course) can carry out equivalent actions, i.e. attacks on shops which sell cameras and security systems, DNA labs, cameras on the street, security companies etc.

The communiques which will follow surely will not agree absolutely with the first communiqué which basically called for the specific action expedition. But its there where we meet the substance of the dialogue of action. When cells all around the world attack a common target (i.e. CCTV cameras) and at the same time they open a discussion of reflection around this matter. Because all disagreements, agreements, objections, analyses, placements, forward our awareness as anarchist
individuals, one step further. Surely these discussions that follow such a practise, have nothing to do with the delaying of an old anarchism which is satisfied to consume all of its “militancy” in voluble theoretical talks in amphitheaters and harmless drinking of the alternative anarchist lifestyle.

FAI/IRF does not delay while waiting in the queue for the next social revolt or the next social crisis. It takes the speech and action in its hands because the time is now and the place is here. The thematics we can grab in order to cause expeditions of FAI are unlimited. There is militarism-the army, nationalism-fascism, control technology-surveillance systems, the police-the oppression, the spectacle-the journalists, the destruction of nature-civilization, economic exploitation-the banks, anarchist solidarity-the prisons, and dozens more thematics that make us sworn enemies of this world.

Of course each cell before stating an international proposition of action must include the strategies and make its positions clear. This is why it is especially important that in the dialogue we want to open we present the thought of each thematic in order to perceive its content. Even an attack on a same target, i.e. on a bank, the speech of a communiqué can express a different perception. The more traditional anarchists through such an attack, usually express their opposition to the state and capital, while we as a piece of the anti-social – anarchic individualistic tendency, through the arson or blowing up of a bank besides our rage against the state we also express our desire to a society which while crying about the economic crisis, at the same time feeds the banks and goes into debt with loans and credit cards, mortgaging its life.

For us the FAI/IRF is a new anarchy which is born through the overcoming of traditional anarchy and its bureaucratic procedures.

This proposition of coordinated attacks in an international expedition of a thematic makes the sabotages by FAI/IRF stronger, and effective. Imagine if within a month for example, 30 different companies of private security are torched and blown up, in different countries. This is surely a strong message towards private cops and the property world.

Of course, we should bear in mind, that authority lurks and reads all of our communiqué-calls. We should not get caught off guard and that is why we should be careful with the way a FAI/IRF expedition is carried out. For example, if a specific target is set, such as pharmaceutical companies, it is possible, especially in the countries where FAI has an intense presence and action, that the police could be watching possible targets, wanting to arrest the comrades who will attack.

It is important therefore, that the specialized targets should be hit individually or be included within a wider thematic, i.e. the attacks against pharmaceutical companies can be included in the thematic of our opposition towards the science which alienates our life.

Of course, the majority of the thematics and the equivalent targets (i.e. banks, police stations, political offices, churches, journalist vehicles, fascists e.t.c.) is so chaotic that it is impossible to be protected by the guards of authority.

Here we want to stress that it has been written before that FAI/IRF is an informal anarchist network of cells and individuals which acts anonymously. The coordination we propose (as has been proposed by other comrades of FAI in the past) in no way suppresses the autonomy of each cell. The international expeditions of coordinated actions do not monopolize the characteristics of FAI. The cells continue to act autonomously and only when and if they decide to, organize and participate in an international call.

As well, we consider very important in this dialogue of action that besides the individuals and cells of FAI, also participate imprisoned anarchists who support the proposition of IRF. It is a way for whoever of us lacks the enjoyment of direct action because of our captivity, to remain active and “accomplices” in the anarchist revolution.

For the end we kept an invitation we want to address to our brothers and sisters all over the world. We are talking of incidents which we believe can constitute a dynamic call of activation of FAI/IRF. The first is a very unpleasant news which comes from Indonesia and unlimitedly saddens our thoughts. It is about the arrest of three comrades (a fourth got away and is wanted) after the arson of bank. The arrested comrades, according to the police, had on them a communiqué of FAI/IRF which expressed their war against the state, as well as their solidarity to the imprisoned anarchists all over the world.

The second incident is two cases of juridical persecutions that will take place in Chile. We are talking of the persecution of comrade Luciano Tortuga, who was heavily injured when the explosive mechanism which he was carrying to place at a bank exploded on him. His injury injured our hearts and our love for anarchy will accompany him in every difficult step. At the same time, on the 28th of November [2011] five anarchist comrades go on trial (Francisco Solar, Monica Caballero, Felipe Guera, Omar Hermosilla, Carlos Rivero), accused of subversive action [they were eventually aquitted].

Some of them were arrested in the past for the known case “Caso Bombas”, which is a landmark in the oppressive strategic of the state of Chile against the anarchists.
These comrades are brothers and sisters to us without ever seeing their face, but knowing their texts and ideas, we know that their mind and heart dances to the same the rhythm, of freedom and the anarchist revolution.

We believe that the matter of the international anarchist solidarity and liberation of comrades, is one of the steady values and strategic priorities for the anarchists of action. This is why we, the CCF of the period-FAI, invite all the individuals and cells of FAI/IRF to not leave our brothers and sisters in Indonesia and Chile alone. There are words which so beautifully accompany fire and gunpowder, sending a salute and a signal of solidarity to the imprisoned comrades. Every blow against the structures of the state and its society is a factual gesture of friendship, to those who are missing from the nights of fire and are imprisoned in some cell. In this specific expedition of international anarchist solidarity of FAI/IRF, we consider that every symbol of authority (banks, security companies, police stations, courts, prisons, luxury car dealerships, political offices, cameras etc) has a wonderful opportunity to be destroyed. The comrades who are persecuted in Indonesia and Chile are accused of different actions between them, this is why the polymorphism of blows on different targets, is an indication of the divided front of the new anarchist urban guerrilla and the new anarchy. Also, this way the organization of this expedition is facilitated, since the autonomous choice of each target from the equivalent cell is aided and the preparedness of FAI/IRF is tested in practice. Simultaneously, it is impossible for the cops to track our planning, since it is chaotic and disseminated into the metropoles of the world like a virus of disorder and destruction. Of course, all comrades must awake and we should not underestimate the opponent.

By organizing the chaos we become more dangerous. FAI/IRF is today the new prospect for the structuring of a Black International of Anarchists, for the spreading of global sabotage and direct action. We propose therefore, the smoke from the destructions, fires and the explosions, to travel from Chile to Indonesia, transferring the vision of FAI over seas and continents.

The Imprisoned Members of the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire

Comrades Eat & Billy of the Long-Live Luciano Tortuga Cell - FAI/FRI are free

On 22nd November 2012, we received info confirming Billy had been released from prison. Then on 14 December, almost a month later, Eat was released. As part of his probation, Eat is ordered to report to the authorities in Borneo. We welcome Billy & Eat back on to the streets with our raised fists and a salute to continue the fight. They had been imprisoned for a little over a year.

Luciano, Billy & Eat all (kind of) free… what beautiful flames, explosions and anarchic-chaotic dreams flew through the nights and days of their imprisonment, upsetting the order across continents.

SOLIDARITY BETWEEN ANARCHISTS IS NOT JUST A WRITTEN WORD

Long live anarchy – Death to the state and the corporations.

INTERNATIONAL NETWORK OF COUNTER-INFORMATION & TRANSLATION

Here are some of the sources for the counter-information inside this publication. Subversive production & ‘Do It Yourself’ anti-Media!

Indonesia
membakarsenja.noblogs.org

Indonesia
negasi.noblogs.org
Negasi is no longer being updated

Europe, Indonesia
325.nostate.net

Greece, UK, Worldwide
actforfree.nostate.net

Italy, Europe, World
informa-azione.info

CCF Archive
conspiracycellsoffire.noblogs.org

Greece, World
contrainfo.espiv.net

Russia
fromrussiawithlove.noblogs.org

Latin America, World
liberaciontotal.lahaine.net

Chile, Latin America, World
vivalaanarquia.espivblogs.net

USA, Worldwide
waronsociety.noblogs.org